The Old Fort William
Cottagers’ Association
Established 1991

Proxy: OFWCA’s Proposed NPD Resolution
To be voted on at the 2018 AGM, Saturday, July 21, 2018, Hotel Pontiac, Fort William.
Opposing Canadian Nuclear Laboratories’ proposal for the Decommissioning of the
Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) Reactor at Rolphton, Ontario
OFWCA strongly opposes CNL’s flawed proposal to entomb the NPD reactor at Rolphton, Ontario, by filling it with
grout and covering it with a concrete cap.
The NPD reactor vessel and components are highly contaminated with “post-fission” radioactive materials (including
both low-level and intermediate-level). Entombing plutonium and other human-made radioactive materials (by-products of nuclear fission) as well as other mixed wastes such as mercury, lead, asbestos and PCBs just below the surface is
completely against International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) standards.
The IAEA states that entombment should only be considered under exceptional circumstances (e.g., a severe accident)
and should not be an option in the case of a planned permanent shutdown.
Entombing and abandoning these same radioactive materials that will be hazardous for hundreds of thousands of years
as well as other toxic mixed wastes a hundred metres from the Ottawa River, where all surface water and groundwater
migrates to that river, is totally unacceptable.
Extracting this radioactive material from this grouting and concrete in order to transfer it from Rolphton to a proper facility (when one becomes available) would be difficult and costly.
There are no guarantees that the grouting will not crack allowing water to infiltrate this shallow underground grave.
And there are no guarantees that the concrete will last anywhere near as long as the radioactive materials will remain
hazardous.
OFWCA calls for a halt to the current entombment plan and a proper assessment of the alternatives to entombment.
OFWCA calls for public consultations on managing radioactive wastes, including consideration of Retrievable Storage
or “Rolling Stewardship” in which radioactive waste is contained, retrievable and monitored; and information and responsibility are transferred from one generation to the next (http://www.ccnr.org/Rolling_Stewardship.pdf). OFWCA
requests that an independent science-based body operating under the auspices of the Minister of Environment and Climate Change be charged with conducting environmental assessments related to radioactive waste management.
Signed ________________________________________________________________ Email: __________________________
Print name: ____________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________
Print, sign, and mail to David L. Prentice, 123 Tapp Road, Sheenboro, QC J0X 2Z0, to arrive by Thursday, July 19, 2018.
or hand your signed form to someone who will be at the meeting.
or If you can sign your PDF electronically, do so and email it to david@ofwca.org
By completing this proxy, you accept that changes may be made to the wording of the resolution during the meeting.
One signature per sheet, please. Proxies will not be accepted unless signatories are paid members of The Old Fort William
Cottagers’ Association at the time of the meeting. If you have questions about your dues status, email info@ofwca.org
See next page for more information.
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Information:
OFWCA Website: ofwca.org

For the complete dossier on OFWCA postings about the CNL and related issues, containing many links for further reading, go to:
http://ofwca.org/SheenOFWCA/OFWCACNL.html

Sign up for free Old Fort William Cottagers' Association “Cottager Bulletins” with news and information:
http://ofwca.org/SheenOFWCA/Subscribe.html

To confirm your status in past payment of dues, please email info@ofwca.org
Proxies for those whose dues are in arrears will not be counted.
You may, of course, submit a signed proxy and become a new member via our membership form and payment
from the webpage below:
Join OFWCA, Pay Dues: Info at http://ofwca.org/SheenOFWCA/JoinOFWCA.html

Emails:
Joann McCann jpmccann@rogers.com
Janet Retty fjretty@picanoc.ca
David L. Prentice david@ofwca.org
Susan Donlan smdonlan@gmail.com
Heidi Kaulbach hkaulbach@gmail.com
Cindy Wheeler geraldwheeler31@yahoo.com
Craig Robinson craig.robinson789@gmail.com

Sheenboro website: sheenboro.ca

